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Hans Ogren Photography 
Wedding Services and Rates 

 
Pricing structure includes all time spent editing/retouching photos  
Pricing structure does not include finished prints or photo albums 

Photos will be delivered using online file sharing service (Drop Box) 
 

Reserve the date! 
A 15% deposit of the total amount will reserve your requested date 

Remaining amount is due roughly one week after the wedding, once photos are edited 
Monthly payment options also available 

 

Engagement Session 
Usually scheduled to be taken 2-4 months before the wedding 

Unlimited clothing changes/locations, just consider the time required to do so 

 
Option A  ~2 hours on location, unlimited photos   $300 
 
Option B  ~4 hours on location, unlimited photos   $500 

 
 

Wedding Day 
 
 

½ Day Photography Options (up to 4 hours on location) 
 
Option A   ~100 Unique Photos      $750 
 
Option B  ~200 Unique Photos      $1000  
 
Option C  Unlimited Photos (All photos that I take)   $1300 
 
 
Full Day Photography Options (Over 4 hours on location in a single day) 
 
Option A   ~200 Unique Photos      $1250 
 
Option B  ~400 Unique Photos      $1600 
 
Option C  Unlimited Photos (All photos that I take)   $2000 
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Drone/Aerial Services 
Drone services can be added onto photography options 

 
Hourly Rate   Rate covers 1 flight-insured hour    $150 

 
Wedding Albums 

Custom Designed, Multiple Options, Delivered to Your Door.  
 

 Want something different?  Just ask! 
 

Size/Base Price  Similar Rectangular Sizes Available 

 
Small      8.5 x 8.5 inches, ~50 photos, ~20 pages   $95 
 
Medium     10 x 10 inches, ~100 photos, ~40 pages   $145 
 
Large      12 x 12 inches, ~200 photos, ~75 pages   $195 

 
 

Paper Type 
 
Semi-Gloss    Standard Base Price      +$0 
 
Pearl Finish    Pearlescent lustre, Only Hardcover Styles   +$25  
 
Premium Matte   Thick paper, low-glare, Only Hardcover Matte  +$35 
 
Premium Lustre   Thick paper, glossy finish, Only Hardcover Matte  +$35 

 

 

Cover/Style 
 
Softcover    Only available with small album size    +$0 
 
Hardcover Glossy   Durable and rigid, glossy finish    +$15 
 
Hardcover Matte    Durable and rigid, low-glare matte    +$20 
 
Hardcover Matte + Dust Cover Only available with semi-gloss paper   +$25 
 
Leather Cover   Only available with semi-gloss paper   +$35 
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Extra Options and Information 
 

 
MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT  
If the project is further than 20 miles away from Eugene, there will be an additional 50 cents per mile 
charged (outside of the 20 mile radius from Eugene) to and from the location. 
 

Example: Salem is 70 miles from Eugene, which is 50 miles further than the 20 mile Eugene radius.  50 miles 
x 2 (driving out and back/to and from the location) equals 100 miles of mileage reimbursement.  100 miles 
x $0.50 per mile = $50 Mileage Reimbursement 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 
UAV/Drone Insurance ($0-$30 per hour of flight time) 
For any aerial project I require flight insurance coverage.  Insurance costs vary depending on location of 
the project (vicinity to airports, stadiums, helipads, etc.).  The base insurance cost of $10 is covered in 
the normal cost, which is usually what the insurance total is. However, the cost of insurance may go as 
high as $40, in which case the additional insurance costs will be invoiced.  I can provide this insurance 
pricing beforehand when I know the location of the project and can check on any flight hazards. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Terms and Conditions of Commercial License 
Photographer (Hans Ogren Photography) grants you (entity or business) a non-expiring, exclusive, non-
transferable, worldwide license to use purchased image(s) for permitted commercial purposes, defined as:  
Advertising, promotion, brochures, packaging, commercial website, prints, posters, flyers, magazines, books, 
newspapers, other printed materials, video, and broadcast.  Not for Resale.  Copyright remains exclusive 
property of Hans Ogren Photography.  
 


